Signs of a Digital Times:
Print slips, but site is No. 1 among papers as revenues grow; buying spree?
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The bad news for the New York Times Co. never seems to stop.
Circulation for its flagship newspaper fell 3.5% in the most recent reporting period, while
sister paper the Boston Globe plummeted 6.7%, according to the Audit Bureau of
Circulations. Advertising revenue for both fell significantly in the third quarter.
But there is one bright spot for the company: Its online business is booming.
Revenue from all digital properties rose 41% in the first nine months of the year, to $190
million--helped by 30% growth in ad rates at NYTimes.com, the nation's most visited
newspaper Web site.
Subscriptions to TimesSelect, the gated portion of the site, have increased steadily,
helping the company make the case that its experiment with paid content is working.
And ad revenue at Times Co.-owned About.com is growing at better than 30% for the
year.
``Our strategy is to diversify our revenue stream,'' says NYTimes .com General Manager
Vivian Schiller. ``Not just with subscriptions, but with all the components that make up ad
revenue.''
The plan is working. Internet businesses contributed about 8.5% of the company's thirdquarter revenue, 27% more than in the year-earlier period.
When discussing the Times Co.'s digital operations, Wall Street analysts sound like
they're talking about a different company. “They have not made mistakes in the digital
arena,'' says Edward Atorino, a newspaper analyst at Benchmark Capital.
Next up could be a digital buying spree financed by nine television stations the company
put on the block in September. It could get as much as $500 million from the sale.
Blogs and job sites
that's not a lot of money by YouTube standards. Unlike Google, the Times Co. can't pay
for an outrageously priced business with shares of its own stock, which closed Friday at
$23.55, down 11% from the beginning of the year.
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Media investment banker Michael Alcamo thinks the company might buy industry blogs,
like Dealbreaker.com, or specialty job boards, like Mediabistro.com, to offset the loss of
classified ads to such sites as Craigslist.com.
Mr. Alcamo also believes that the Times Co. could make another sizable acquisition on
the order of its $410 million purchase in 2005 of About.com.
``Once a large company makes a significant acquisition like that, it won't be an isolated
incident,'' says Mr. Alcamo, president of investment bank M.C. Alcamo & Co.
Janet Robinson, chief executive of the New York Times Co., responds that it ``is looking
at a variety of different areas.''
But industry observers insist that the online revenues won't make up for the decline in
print revenues as readers and advertisers continue migrating to the Web.
Revenues for the New York Times Media Group, which among other properties includes
The New York Times, NYTimes.com and the International Herald Tribune, were $1.5
billion for the first nine months of this year, a 1% gain from the same period in 2005.
Like music companies, which are still restructuring in the face of changing consumption
habits, newspapers will have to cut costs and change their business model, observers
say. ``The newspaper business has to be remade,'' says Barry Parr, a media analyst
with Jupiter Research.
Some even question NYTimes .com's attempt to expand its revenue stream with
TimesSelect, which requires readers to pay for access to the Op-Ed section. They argue
that Maureen Dowd and Thomas Friedman would draw even larger audiences if their
columns were available for free.
``The capital markets are rewarding audience breadth,'' says Northwestern University
Professor Pablo Boczkowski, author of Digitizing the News.
Times Co. executives insist that TimesSelect has become a significant revenue source
at the same time it functions as a test for the company on how to charge for online
content. Since its launch last year, the program has gained close to 200,000 online-only
subscribers and has generated revenues of $8.5 million.
Just getting started
company officials says the digital operations are in the earliest stages of growth and
development.
For example, they say, About.com is busy integrating the recently acquired CalorieCount site into its weight loss sections. It has also added 60 new guides in the past nine
months.
NYTimes.com is incorporating another recent acquisition, film and television industry
database Baseline StudioSystems, which is bolstering the site's entertainment sections.
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Additionally, NYTimes.com is launching e-mail newsletters, such as Urbanite, which
offers users lifestyle tips.
``We're pressing on a lot of levers at once,'' Ms. Schiller says. ``You'll see in the next
year a lot more ways people can interact with our site.''
Comments? MFlamm@crain.com
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